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Abstract

Studies in decision neuroscience have identified robust neural representations for the value of choice options. However, overall values
often depend on multiple attributes, and it is not well understood how the brain evaluates different attributes and integrates them
to combined values. In particular, it is not clear whether attribute values are computed in distinct attribute-specific regions or within
the general valuation network known to process overall values. Here, we used a functional magnetic resonance imaging choice task
in which abstract stimuli had to be evaluated based on variations of the attributes color and motion. The behavioral data showed
that participants responded faster when overall values were high and attribute value differences were low. On the neural level, we
did not find that attribute values were systematically represented in areas V4 and V5, even though these regions are associated with
attribute-specific processing of color and motion, respectively. Instead, attribute values were associated with activity in the posterior
cingulate cortex, ventral striatum and posterior inferior temporal gyrus. Furthermore, overall values were represented in dorsolateral
and ventromedial prefrontal cortex, and attribute value differences in dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, which suggests that these regions
play a key role for the neural integration of attribute values.
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Introduction
Valuation is a crucial part of decision-making. To make benefi-
cial choices, available options need to be accurately evaluated,
and the ones with the highest value need to be selected. Studies
in decision neuroscience have investigated valuation processes
extensively and found neural representations of value in the ven-
tromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), posterior cingulate cortex
(PCC) and ventral striatum (Bartra et al., 2013; Clithero and Rangel,
2014). Most studies addressed the question as to where overall
values of choice options are processed in the brain (Rangel et al.,
2008; Kable and Glimcher, 2009). However, overall values are
often based on values of different attributes. For example, the
overall value of a car can depend on the evaluation of its size,
speed or color. In these cases, values of relevant attributes have
to be computed separately, before they can be integrated to a
combined value that ultimately determines choices. So far, the

majority of studies investigated neural representations of over-
all values (Sanfey et al., 2006; Kable and Glimcher, 2007; Rangel
et al., 2008; Levy and Glimcher, 2012), but little is known about
the computation and integration of attribute values (Basten et al.,
2010; Kahnt et al., 2011; Lim et al., 2013; Suzuki et al., 2017; Vaidya
et al., 2018; Pelletier et al., 2021).

With regard to known functional specializations of different

brain regions, two hypotheses concerning neuronal attribute val-

uation are conceivable. On the one hand, attribute values could

be computed in distinct, attribute-specific brain regions (Basten

et al., 2010; Philiastides et al., 2010; Lim et al., 2013). From this per-
spective, attribute values are processed within regions that are

also specialized in processing objective properties of the particu-

lar attributes. For instance, it would be predicted that the fusiform

face area, which is known to selectively process faces (Kanwisher
et al., 1997), is also responsible for the evaluation of faces. As a
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result, attribute values for a choice option would be computed
in distinct neural regions that highly depend on the particular
attribute, which is consistent with studies that found evidence
of value correlations in sensory regions (Gold and Shadlen, 2007;
Serences, 2008; Persichetti et al., 2015; Hanks and Summerfield,
2017). On the other hand, all attribute-specific value computa-
tions could instead be performed within the general valuation
network that is known to process overall values (Bartra et al., 2013;
Clithero and Rangel, 2014). As such, different attribute values as
well as overall values would be processed in a homogeneous and
centralized manner via vmPFC, PCC and ventral striatum (Peters
and Büchel, 2010; Ludwig et al., 2014).

Here, we used model-based functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) to distinguish between these hypotheses and
investigate how attribute values are computed in the brain. Par-
ticipants were presented with a dot stimulus varying in two
constituent perceptual attributes: motion direction and dot color.
Each attribute level (i.e. each particularmotion direction and each
color) was associated with a specific monetary gain or loss. Based
on these individual attribute values, participants had to deter-
mine the overall value of the stimulus and decide to accept or
reject the offer. In addition, we also conducted separate local-
izer tasks to identify regions specialized in the processing of the
physical properties of the attributes, independent of attribute
valuation.

Compared to previous studies on attribute valuation (Hare
et al., 2009; Basten et al., 2010; Philiastides et al., 2010; Kahnt et al.,
2011; Park et al., 2011; Lim et al., 2013; Hutcherson et al., 2015;
Suzuki et al., 2017; de Berker et al., 2019; Pelletier et al., 2021), this
approach combines two methodological advantages:

(i) Our decision task is based on two well-investigated stimu-
lus attributes, which are processed in separate, well-defined
cortical modules, namely Area V5 for motion (Watson
et al., 1993) and Area V4 for color (McKeefry and Zeki,
1997). By using independent localizer tasks, we were thus
able to specifically address whether valuation of individ-
ual attributes proceeds separately within these well-defined
perceptual areas, or instead within the network known to
compute overall values (comprising vmPFC, PCC and ventral
striatum).

(ii) The values assigned to each attribute in our task span a
range of both positive and negative values, which allows us
to disentangle the effects of value and salience. Salience,
in contrast to value, refers to the subjective importance of
a stimulus, which ultimately guides the amount of atten-
tional resources deployed to a certain stimulus or event
(Maunsell, 2004; Zink et al., 2006; Kahnt and Tobler, 2013).
When valuation processes are studied only bymeans of pos-
itive values, salience and value are indistinguishable, as
more positive stimuli are also more salient (Litt et al., 2011;
Leathers and Olson, 2012; Kahnt et al., 2014; Zhang et al.,
2017). For that reason, salience is a common experimental
confound in the majority of decision neuroscience studies
(O’Doherty, 2014). However, if both positive and negative
values are involved, salience- and valuation-related mech-
anisms of decision processes can easily be distinguished,
because stimuli with a high negative value are of low value,
but of high salience (as there is a high incentive to avoid
them). Hence, our design allows us to dissociate regions that
compute the value and salience of each attribute, to pro-
vide a more elaborate account of attribute valuation in the
human brain.

Methods
Participants
Twenty-five right-handed subjects (14 female; mean age
28.1±4 s.d.) participated in the study. All subjects had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision, had no history of psychiatric or
neurological illnesses, were free frommedication interfering with
fMRI performance, were native German speakers, and provided
informed consent before participation. All experimental proce-
dures were approved by the local ethics committee. Participants
were compensated with 25€ for study participation and could
receive an additional performance-dependent bonus in the range
of 0–17€.

Stimulus material and experimental design
All stimuli were presented using MATLAB (version 8; MathWorks,
Natick, MA) and the Psychophysics Toolbox extension (version 3;
Brainard, 1997).

Main decision task
We decided to use a version of the random dot task, because
we found it to be a well-established paradigm in the perceptual
decision-making literature to elicit motion-related activation in
Area V5 (e.g. Gold and Shadlen, 2007; Gallivan et al., 2018). The
task was designed to require the computation and integration
of two distinct attribute values. For this purpose, stimuli vary-
ing in the attribute dimensions color and motion direction were
employed. Each stimulus consisted of a set of 200 dots presented
within a circular aperture in front of a black background (dot
radius 0.07◦ of visual angle, aperture radius 2◦, Figure 1A). Across
trials, color and motion of the stimulus varied with respect to six
different levels (color: blue, red, turquoise, green, brown and pink;
motion direction: upward, downward, up-left, up-right, down-left
and down-right with a uniform angle of 60◦ between directions).
During each trial, all dots were constantly displayed in the same
color and moved coherently into one direction (dot velocity 4◦/s).
Dots reaching the aperture limit were randomly replotted at the
opposite semicircle (orthogonal to the current motion direction)
according to a beta function (α=1.9,β=1.9) to maintain an even
density distribution of dots within the circular display. For both
color and motion, each of the six attribute levels was associated
with a monetary value taken from the set [−0.15, −0.10, −0.05,
0.05, 0.10, 0.15€]. These associations between particular mon-
etary values and attribute levels were counterbalanced across
participants and had to be acquired in a separate learning session
(described in the section “learning task”).

In each trial, participants had to identify the attribute values
of the current color and motion direction, while being required
to maintain ocular fixation throughout the trial at a cross dis-
played in the center of the circular aperture. These values then
had to be integrated, as the sum of attribute values indicated the
overall value of the stimulus. Stimuli covered all possible com-
binations of attribute values except those summing to 0€ (i.e.
6 × 6=36 unique combinations, out of which the 30 combinations
without zero-sums were included in the experiment). Note that
motion and color value are orthogonal to each other in this design,
which allows for an independent assessment of their respective
effects. Based on the integrated overall value, participants had
to decide whether to accept or reject the current offer (i.e. opti-
mal choices result in accepting all positive overall values and
rejecting all negative ones). Participants indicated their choices by
pressing one of two designated buttons on a response box using
their right index/middle finger (accept/reject), which terminated
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Fig. 1. Experimental design. A) Learning task. Participants had to indicate whether the left or right dot field represented a higher value and received
feedback on the values of both attributes and their choice accuracy. The figure shows an example of a color value trial in which dots within both
circular apertures were static but varied in their constituent color attribute. Motion value trials (which are not displayed) were designed analogously,
except that dots were uniformly displayed in gray and varied with respect to their motion direction. B) Main decision task. In contrast to the learning
task, participants were presented with a single circular aperture, within which the dots varied on a trial-by-trial basis with regard to both attributes.
The subjects’ task was to indicate whether they want to accept or reject a stimulus based on the sum of both attribute values. The decision screen
terminated either by button press responses or after reaching a time limit of 2 s.

the current trial. If no response was given within 2 s after stim-
ulus onset, the trial was automatically terminated and classified
as if the inferior option had been chosen (i.e. stimuli with neg-
ative overall values were counted as accepted, and those with
positive ones as rejected). Duration of inter-trial intervals (dur-
ing which only the fixation cross remained on the screen) was
randomized between 2 and 10 s according to a truncated expo-
nential function (λ=6, mean sec 5.1±2.2 s.d.; Dale, 1999). After
completion of the experiment, the overall values chosen for each
trial were summed up and paid out as a monetary bonus (possi-
ble range: 0–17€) in addition to the monetary compensation for
participation.

Our design makes use of a categorical manipulation of
attribute levels. A dimensional manipulation would have also
been possible (i.e. a spectrum from weak to strong motion
opposed to six different motion directions), but we hypothesized
that it might add more uncertainty to our task, because it can be
more difficult for participants to assess the precise value of a stim-
ulus in a dimensional design. By reducing this level of uncertainty,
we reasoned that we can be more confident that participants
made their choices with the intended attribute values and reduce
noise in our data.

Learning task
To establish the associations between each of the individual
attribute levels (i.e. the particular colors and motion directions)
to one of the six monetary values, subjects completed an offline
learning task (Figure 1B) in the days before scanning (mean days

2±0.4 s.d.). Monetary values for color and motion levels were
learned in separate blocks. During motion blocks, participants
were presented with two apertures (4.5◦ to the left and right of
the central fixation cross) each composed of 200 moving dots
drawn in gray (dot and aperture size identical to themain decision
task). For each trial, motion was coherent within each aperture
(one of the six directions described above), but simultaneously
presented apertures never showed the same direction. The par-
ticipants’ task was to indicate whether the left (index finger)
or right (middle finger) dot field embodied the higher mone-
tary value. After button presses, participants received feedback
whether their choice was correct and corresponding monetary
values were displayed above both apertures. Trials of color blocks
were designed in an analogous manner with the difference that
dots within each aperture remained stationary, but varied in
their constituent color. Participants did not practice on stimuli
combining both attributes in the learning task, to make sure
that the combined experimental stimuli are not over-learned and
attributes need to be actively integrated in the main decision
task.

Each block consisted of 30 trials, which included two occur-
rences of all possible attribute value combinations. Participants
completed a minimum of six blocks, including three motion and
color blocks arranged in an alternating order (with the starting
block type being counterbalanced across participants). After the
sixth block, the task ended if participants achieved an accuracy of
at least 95% during the last two blocks. If the accuracy criterion
was not achieved, participants had to complete another motion
and color block until it was satisfied.
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Scanning session
Repetition of learning task
On the day of scanning, participants first repeated one motion
and color block of the learning task outside of the scanner with
15 trials per block.

Decision task
After the learning task repetition, participants were placed in
the MRI scanner. Before the recording of the first run, partic-
ipants completed 15 practice trials (randomly taken from the
available stimulus set) after each of which trial-wise feedback on
their earnings and the values of presented attributes were dis-
played. The subsequent main decision task was separated into
five runs with 60 trials each, with all of the 30 unique attribute
value combinations (see experimental design of themain decision
task) occurring twice per run. As a consequence, eachmotion and
color value type (−0.15, −0.10, −0.05, 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15€ for each
attribute) was presented 50 times throughout the entire experi-
ment. Trial ordering was fully randomizedwith the exception that
unique attribute value combinations were not allowed to occur
twice within the first 30 trials of a run. There was no trial-wise
feedback on participants’ performance during the main decision
task, but the total amount of earnings was displayed during brief
pauses between runs.

Localizers
After completion of the decision task, motion and color localizers
were conducted (order counterbalanced between participants).
Both localizer tasks consisted of ten 24-s trials separated by a 12-s
inter-trial interval. During themotion localizer task, subjectswere
presented with the same circular aperture as during the main
experiment, which in contrast contained 200 dots drawn in gray.
During the 24-s motion phase, dots moved coherently into a ran-
domly chosen direction which was changed every second. During
the 12-s static phase (i.e. the inter-trial interval), dots were repo-
sitioned to a new random location within the aperture after every
second.

The color localizer task was designed in an analogous manner
with a 24-s color phase and a 12-s inter-trial interval (achro-
matic phase). Stimuli consisted of a 6×6 checkerboard with each
of the particular squares (0.4◦ ×0.4◦) drawn in colors of random
RGB values, and each square changing its color every second.
The achromatic stimuluswas geometrically identical, but squares
changed their appearance every second only in achromatic space.

fMRI data acquisition and preprocessing
Functional data
Imaging was conducted on a 3-T Siemens Tim Trio MRI scan-
ner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a 12-channel head coil.
Functional volumes consisted of 33 continuous slices that were
acquired in descending order by using a T2*-weighted gradient-
echo sequence [repetition time (TR): 2 s; echo time (TE): 30ms;
matrix size: 64× 64; field of view (FOV): 192mm; flip angle: 78◦;
inter-slice gap: 0.75mm; final voxel size: 3 × 3×3.75mm]. For each
participant, 133 volumes were recorded for each localizer task
and an average number of 977 volumes for themain decision task
(dependent on reaction times). To allow for steady-state magneti-
zation, two dummy scans were acquired at the beginning of each
run and discarded.

Structural data
For registration purposes, a high-resolution, T1-weighted struc-
tural volume was acquired from every subject after completion of
the decision and localizer tasks using a magnetization-prepared
rapid gradient-echo (MPRAGE) sequence (192 slices; TR: 1900ms;
TE 2.52ms, matrix size: 256×256; FOV: 256mm; flip angle: 9◦;
final voxel size: 1 × 1×1mm).

fMRI data analysis
Preprocessing
Preprocessing was performed using SPM12 (Wellcome Trust Cen-
tre for Neuroimaging, UCL, London) and MATLAB (version 8;
MathWorks, Natick, MA). Functional images were realigned, slice-
time corrected, spatially normalized to the template of the Mon-
treal Neurological Institute (MNI) and smoothed using a Gaussian
kernel of 8-mm full-width at half-maximum.

GLM analysis of decision task
The decision task data were analyzed by means of two different
general linear models (GLMs) for each participant. For both GLMs,
event regressors were constructed as boxcar functions beginning
at the time of stimulus onsets and the duration of the respective
choice period.

For GLM1, regressor R1 comprised all trials during which par-
ticipants made correct choices (accepting positive and rejecting
negative overall values). Five linear parametric modulators of
regressor R1 were included in the model to analyze neural cor-
relates of the following decision variables: P1) motion value, P2)
color value, P3) motion salience (absolute motion value), P4)
color salience (absolute color value), and P5) absolute difference
betweenmotion and color value. The latter parametricmodulator
was included to investigate comparator regions, which could be
responsible for the integration of the two attribute values. Note
that P5 is not significantly correlated with P1 (r=0), P2 (r=0), P3
(r=0.09) or P4 (r=0.09). All variables were z-transformed before
they were added to the model. In addition, to minimize the error
term of GLM1, an additional regressor R2 comprising all incorrect
choice trials was included, as well as six movement regressors
R3–R8 from the realignment procedure.

GLM2was created to analyze overall value and overall salience.
These variables were not included in GLM1 due to multicollinear-
ity which would result from significant correlations between
overall values and attribute values (for each attribute r=0.77,
P<0.001), and between overall salience and attribute salience
(r=0.3, P<0.001). GLM2 was designed in an analogous manner
to GLM1, but only included two instead of four parametric mod-
ulators: P1) overall value (sum of motion and color value) and P2)
overall salience (absolute overall value).

For bothmodels, all regressors were convolved with the canon-
ical hemodynamic response function (HRF) and regressed against
the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal in each voxel.
Parametric modulators were not orthogonalized to each other,
allowing regressors to fully compete for explained variance. First-
level contrasts were constructed by weighting all parametric
modulators over baseline and submitted to second-level random-
effects group analyses for statistical analysis. All statistical para-
metric maps from group analyses were thresholded at P<0.001
(uncorrected) for voxel-level inference with a minimum cluster-
size criterion of 15 contiguous voxels, and subsequent cluster-
level family-wise error (FWE) correction for multiple testing at
P<0.05.
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GLM analysis of localizer tasks
The GLMs for analyses of motion and color localizers included
the following regressors: R1) boxcar function for the motion/color
phase, R2) boxcar function for the static/achromatic phase and
R3–R8) movement regressors as covariates of no interest. Again,
regressors were convolved with the canonical HRF and regressed
against the BOLD signal in each voxel. First-level contrasts were
constructed by separately weighting R1 and R2 over baseline, as
well as R1>R2. These contrasts were subsequently submitted to
second-level random-effects group analyses (paired t-tests) for
statistical evaluation.

ROI analyses
To investigate whether attribute values are systematically repre-
sented in Areas V4 and V5, a region of interest (ROI) analysis was
performed in two steps. First, regions maximally responsive to
functional localizers were identified. To this end, 9-mm spheres
were centered at peak activations in left and right V5 derived from
the group analysis of the motion localizer, and at peak activa-
tions in left and right V4 derived from the group analysis of the
color localizer. Within each of these four spheres, peak activa-
tions of the respective localizer were identified for each individual

participant, and 6-mm spheres were centered at these coordi-
nates. Second, these individually adapted spherical ROIs were
used to extract mean beta weights from parametric modulators
for motion and color value (P1 and P2 of GLM1) for each partic-
ipant. The extracted beta values were then analyzed for signifi-
cance via a repeated-measures analysis of variance (rm-ANOVA)
with the factors attribute value (motion/color), region (V5/V4)
and hemisphere (left/right). Accordingly, the two-way interac-
tion between attribute value and region indicates whether the
respective attribute values are systematically represented in V5
and V4, and the three-way interaction between all factors further
allows testing for a hemisphere-specific effect. The remaining
interactions (hemisphere× region, hemisphere×attribute value)
were included in the analysis, but were of no interest to our
research questions.

Results
Behavioral results
In the learning task, the mean accuracy for learning color values
(92.8±3.8% s.d.) was higher than the mean accuracy for motion
values (85.9±6.6% s.d.; paired t-test, t24 =−5.57, P<0.001) across
all blocks. However, all participants successfully completed the

Fig. 2. Behavioral results. A) Mean frequency of accept choices plotted against overall values (fitted with a sigmoid function). Error bars represent the
standard error of the mean. B) Mean reaction time plotted against overall values (fitted with a quadratic function). C) Mean accuracy for each
combination of attribute value types. D) Mean reaction time for each combination of attribute value types.
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learning task and achieved an accuracy of 98.1 (s.d. 2.5%) for both
attributes during their last two blocks (mean of additional block
number 4.4±4 s.d.).

Participants showed a high level of accuracy in the main deci-
sion task (mean 87.5±6.8% s.d.; one-sample t-test against chance
level, t24 =27.56, P<0.001; Figure 2A and C) and responded on
average 873±157ms (s.d.) after trial onset. Single-subject mul-
tiple linear regression models were used to estimate the effects of
the overall value and the absolute attribute value difference of a
stimulus (which are orthogonal to each other) on reaction times
(Figure 2B and D). This analysis was performed to test whether
overall value or attribute value similarity would facilitate choices.
Regression coefficients showed a negative effect for overall value
(one-sample t-test, t24 =−4.27, P<0.001) and a positive effect for
absolute attribute values difference (t24 =3.87, P<0.001), suggest-
ing that participants were able to respond faster for stimuli with
high overall values and high attribute value similarity. Further-
more, the effect of overall value and absolute attribute value
difference on decision accuracy was tested using logistic regres-
sion models. In this analysis, absolute attribute value difference
had a significant negative influence on accuracy (one-sample t-
test, t24 =−4.34, P<0.001), suggesting that participants weremore
accurate when attribute values were similar, but the effect of
overall value was not significant (t24 =−0.92, P=0.367).

Additional regression models were used to analyze differences
in the processing of motion and color values. These variables
were not included in the regression models above, since they are
highly correlated with overall value (r=0.77) and the absolute
attribute value difference (r=1), respectively. In a logistic regres-
sion model predicting task accuracy, neither motion (one-sample
t-test, t24 =−0.38, P=0.704) nor color value (t24 =−0.42, P=0.677)
were significant. In a linear regression model predicting reaction
times, motion value was not significant (t24 =−1.86, P=0.076),
but color value had a significant negative impact (t24 =−2.80,
P=0.009). However, a paired t-test between the regression coef-
ficients of motion and color value did not reveal a significant
difference (t24 =0.65, P=0.522). This suggests that, on aver-
age, participants paid approximately equal attention to both
attributes.

fMRI results
Value
The first goal of the fMRI analysis was to identify regions that
are involved in valuation processes. Using GLM1, we were able
to identify those regions that are specifically involved in the
valuation of individual stimulus attributes (i.e. the particular
values assigned to the stimulus’ motion and color). We only
report positive parametric modulations, because significant neg-
ative modulations were not observed. For motion value, activity
during correct decision trials showed a significant positive para-
metric modulation in regions including PCC and left posterior
inferior temporal gyrus (PIT; Figure 3A, Table 1), whereas a signifi-
cant positive parametric modulation by color value was observed
in ventral striatum and PCC (anterior to the PCC cluster for
motion value; Figure 3B, Table 1). However, a direct compari-
son of motion- and color-related parametric effects using paired
t-tests did not reveal significant differences at the whole-brain
level. To further explore this relationship, the aforementioned
regions were used as post hoc ROIs (PIT and PCC cluster of the
motion value contrast, and ventral striatum and PCC cluster of
the color value contrast, thresholded at Punc =0.001) and mean
beta values for motion and color value within these ROIs were

Fig. 3. Brain regions showing significant activations at the group level
for A) motion value (GLM1), B) color value (GLM1), C) overall value
(GLM2) and D) absolute attribute value differences (GLM1). For
illustration purposes, t-maps (from second-level one-sample t-tests on
parameter estimates of respective parametric modulators) are
thresholded at Punc <0.001 with a cluster extent threshold of kE =15.
Labeled clusters survive cluster-level FWE correction at PFWE <0.05.

compared via paired t-tests (Bonferroni-corrected P-value crite-
rion of 0.05/4=0.0125). In line with the whole-brain results, the
analysis did not reveal significant differences between motion-
and color-related parametric effects [PIT: t(24)=1.5, P=0.15;
PCCmotion: t(24)=0.4, P=0.71; PCCcolor: t(24)=−2.4, P=0.02; ven-
tral striatum: t(24)=−0.7, P=0.5]. While these results do not
ultimately disprove the existence of attribute-specific valuation,
they nevertheless indicate that motion and color value computa-
tions do not seem to recruit clearly separable, attribute-specific
valuation modules within the current study.

Beyond the analyses of attribute valuation, GLM2 allowed to
investigate which neural regions take part in the computation
of overall value (i.e. the integrated value in terms of summed
attribute values). We observed clusters showing a significant
positive modulation of task-related activity by the stimulus’ over-
all value in regions including left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(dlPFC) and vmPFC (Figure 3C, Table 2). Compared to the anal-
yses of individual attribute values, the results reveal partially
overlapping neural regions (such as PCC and left PIT), which
is to be expected based on the intrinsic correlation between
overall and attribute-specific values. Due to this correlation, it
cannot be directly assessed in a statistically valid way whether
processes of overall and attribute-specific valuation show sys-
tematic neural differences. However, on the descriptive level, a
significant cluster in vmPFC was only observed for parametric
modulation of the stimulus’ overall value, whereas this clus-
ter was not significant in analyses of attribute-specific valua-
tion. This pattern fits well to previous studies which suggested
that vmPFC integrates information from multiple sources of evi-
dence to an overall value (Hare et al., 2009; Padoa-Schioppa
and Cai, 2011; Levy and Glimcher, 2012; Rangel and Clithero,
2013).

Absolute attribute value difference
The absolute difference between motion and color values was
used as a variable in GLM1 to identify comparator regions that
estimate differences between attribute values (Basten et al., 2010;
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Table 1. Brain regions showing task-related activation in GLM1. Height threshold: Punc <0.001, T24 =3.47. Extent threshold: kE =15 voxels.
All activations survive whole-brain correction for multiple comparisons at the cluster level (PFWE <0.05). Abbreviation: MOG, middle
occipital gyrus

MNI coordinates

Region Side x y z kE Tmax PFWE (cluster level)

Motion value
Posterior inferior temporal gyrus L −51 −61 −18 171 5.74 0.003
Posterior cingulate cortex 0 −31 35 105 5.03 0.025
Superior parietal lobe L −39 −76 46 157 4.68 0.005

Color value
Ventral striatum −9 14 −3 127 6.17 0.007
Superior parietal lobe R 18 −58 65 90 5.74 0.028
Posterior/middle cingulate cortex −15 −22 35 171 5.49 0.002
Superior frontal sulcus R 27 11 43 103 5.48 0.017
Anterior cingulate cortex 9 23 16 85 5.37 0.034
Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex L −48 35 16 167 3.91 0.002

Motion salience
Posterior cingulate cortex −9 −46 31 240 9.02 <0.001
LG/TPJ/MOG R 21 −58 −14 1670 8.56 <0.001
Posterior/middle cingulate cortex −3 −16 39 373 6.92 <0.001
Superior temporal gyrus/IPL/TPJ/mid-insular cortex/vmPFC L −54 −46 20 1504 5.87 <0.001
Superior frontal gyrus L −18 50 35 495 5.80 <0.001
Inferior frontal gyrus R 48 38 1 76 5.75 0.022
Mid-insular cortex R 33 −1 1 133 4.93 0.002
Superior frontal gyrus R 15 41 46 90 4.50 0.011

Color salience
IPL/middle temporal gyrus L −54 −13 −29 1610 9.08 <0.001
IPL/middle temporal gyrus R 63 −52 20 1466 7.40 <0.001
Posterior cingulate cortex −12 −49 31 322 6.59 <0.001
Inferior frontal gyrus R 45 38 −10 84 6.50 0.009
Superior frontal gyrus/vmPFC L −18 29 58 345 6.06 <0.001
Posterior cingulate cortex 0 −16 39 215 5.91 <0.001
Hippocampus/putamen L −21 −4 5 262 5.67 <0.001
Fusiform gyrus R 42 −55 −18 189 5.60 <0.001
Cerebellum R 21 −82 −33 84 5.35 0.009
Inferior frontal gyrus L −51 32 −14 70 5.27 0.02
Middle frontal gyrus L −33 29 46 111 5.05 0.002

Absolute attribute value difference
Dorsomedial prefrontal cortex 0 32 43 287 8.85 <0.001
Inferior frontal gyrus R 33 26 −6 97 7.78 0.012
Middle frontal gyrus R 45 14 43 114 5.89 0.006
Inferior frontal gyrus L −33 20 1 72 5.75 0.038
Superior frontal gyrus R 27 17 58 92 5.66 0.015
IPL R 48 −52 58 113 5.56 0.006

Philiastides et al., 2010). By this means, we observed a significant
positive modulation of task-related hemodynamic activ-
ity within the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC; Figure 3D,
Table 1).

Salience
A significant positive modulation of task-related activity by
motion salience (GLM1) was observed in regions including bilat-
eral temporoparietal junction (TPJ), right lingual gyrus (LG)
and PCC (Figure 4A, Table 1), whereas a positive modulation
by color salience (GLM1) was found in bilateral inferior pari-
etal lobe (IPL), bilateral anterior temporal cortex (AT) and PCC
(see Figure 4B and Table 1). Direct comparisons of motion and
color salience effects by paired t-tests revealed no activations sur-
viving our significance criterion, suggesting that neither attribute
salience had a significantly stronger effect nor relies on spe-
cialized processing modules in our current decision task. For
modulation by overall stimulus salience (GLM2), partially over-
lapping regions including bilateral TPJ and PIT (Table 2) were
observed.

Attribute processing in V5/V4
Motion and color localizers were conducted to identify regions
specifically involved in the processing of physical stimulus
attributes (i.e. motion and color), independent of valuation pro-
cesses (Figure 5A and B). As expected, the motion localizer
revealed significant activation in the group analysis within bilat-
eral V5 (left V5: T24 =5.89, k=107, cluster-level PFWE =0.036,
x=−48, y=−67, z=5; right V5: T24 =6.28, k=109, cluster-level
PFWE =0.034, x=42, y=−64, z=9), and the color localizer within
bilateral V4 (left V4: T24 =8.66, k=753, cluster-level PFWE <0.001,
x=−30, y=−73, z=−14; right V4: T24 =8.63, k=753, cluster-level
PFWE <0.001, x=30, y=−73, z=−14).

ROI analyses were performed to test whether regions spe-
cialized in processing the physical attributes of the stimuli (i.e.
V5 for motion and V4 for color) also compute the respective
attribute values. For this purpose, beta estimates from paramet-
ric modulations by motion and color value were extracted from
V5 and V4 in both hemispheres, and entered into an rm-ANOVA
with factors attribute value (motion/color), region (V5/V4) and
hemisphere (left/right). Neither the two-way interaction between
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Table 2. Brain regions showing task-related activation in GLM2. Height threshold: Punc <0.001, T24 =3.47. Extent threshold: kE =15 voxels.
All activations survive whole-brain correction for multiple comparisons at the cluster level (PFWE <0.05)

MNI coordinates

Region Side x y z kE Tmax PFWE (cluster level)

Overall value
Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex L −51 29 24 136 6.12 0.023
Superior parietal lobe L −27 −76 46 187 5.30 0.007
Posterior inferior temporal gyrus R 60 −25 −25 216 5.27 0.004
Posterior cingulate cortex −21 −22 35 499 5.14 <0.001
Inferior temporal gyrus L −54 −58 −18 215 4.97 0.004
Ventromedial prefrontal cortex 0 35 −18 212 4.74 0.004

Overall salience
Inferior temporal gyrus/TPJ R 48 −34 1 1607 6.73 <0.001
TPJ/postcentral gyrus L −51 −22 35 415 6.11 <0.001
Inferior temporal gyrus L −33 −46 −18 181 5.87 <0.001
Occipital lobe L −33 −88 1 302 5.46 <0.001
Rostral anterior cingulate cortex 18 32 −10 108 5.24 0.007
Hippocampus R 30 −10 −18 96 4.92 0.012
Hippocampus L −27 −16 −14 81 4.53 0.024
Middle temporal gyrus L −39 −64 5 69 4.11 0.042

Fig. 4. Brain regions showing significant group-level activations for A) motion salience and B) color salience (GLM1). For illustration purposes, t-maps
(from second-level one-sample t-tests on parameter estimates of the respective parametric modulator) are thresholded at Punc <0.001 with a cluster
extent threshold of kE =15. Labeled clusters survive cluster-level FWE correction at PFWE <0.05.

attribute value and region [F(1, 24)=0.51, P=0.48] nor the three-
way interaction between attribute value, region and hemisphere
[F(1, 24)=0.53, P=0.47] were significant, which does not sup-
port the hypothesis that attribute values are systematically pro-
cessed in V5 and V4. Furthermore, there were no significant
effects for the main effects or the remaining interactions of no
interest [attribute value: F(1, 24)=0.01, P=0.93; region: F(1, 24)
=3.15, P=0.09; hemisphere: F(1, 24)=0.12, P=0.73; hemi-
sphere× region: F(1, 24)=0.51, P=0.48; hemisphere×attribute
value: F(1, 24)=2.57, P=0.12].

Discussion
The current experiment investigated howattribute values are pro-
cessed and integrated in the brain during decision-making. In par-
ticular, we tested the competing hypotheses whether (i) distinct
regions that specialize in the processing of a particular physical
attribute also compute the respective attribute value (Philiastides
et al., 2010; Lim et al., 2013), or whether (ii) attribute values are
collectively processed in a general valuation network consisting of
vmPFC, PCC and ventral striatum (Levy andGlimcher, 2012; Bartra
et al., 2013; Clithero and Rangel, 2014). To differentiate between
these hypotheses, we used a choice task in which monetary val-
ues were associated with the attributes motion and color, whose
physical properties are known to be processed in specialized brain

regions, namely Area V5 for motion (Watson et al., 1993) and Area
V4 for color (McKeefry and Zeki, 1997).

Whole-brain analyses showed that activity in PCC and ventral
striatum correlated with color value, whereas activity related to
motion value occurred in PCC and left PIT. In a direct comparison,
we did not detect any region that had a specifically stronger repre-
sentation of one compared to the other attribute value. This lack
of specificity suggests that the computation of particular attribute
values is not realized within specialized cortical modules, but
is instead accomplished in a dynamic manner within a network
comprising PCC, PIT and ventral striatum. Consistent with this
idea, ROI analyses did not reveal a systematic representation of
motion value in V5 and color value in V4, which does not sup-
port the hypothesis that attribute values and physical properties
of attributes are computed in the same regions. Taken together,
our data thus provide concordant evidence for the hypothesis that
values are homogeneously processed within a general valuation
network.

In contrast to our results, previous studies have supported
the hypothesis that attribute values are computed in attribute-
specific regions. In an experiment by Lim et al. (2013), participants
had to evaluate t-shirts based on how much they liked both the
appearance and meaning of Korean symbols that were printed on
them. The authors found that activity in fusiform gyrus corre-
lated with visual values, whereas activity in superior temporal
gyrus correlated with semantic values. Furthermore, a study by
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Fig. 5. Activations of localizer tasks in A) bilateral V4 (color localizer)
and B) bilateral V5 (motion localizer). For illustration purposes, t-maps
are thresholded at Punc <0.001 with a cluster extent threshold of kE =15.
All clusters survive cluster-level FWE correction at PFWE <0.05. C) Mean
beta estimates of parametric modulation by motion and color value in
bilateral V5 and V4 (regions adapted to single-subject peaks of localizers;
for details see Methods section). As the corresponding results of the
rm-ANOVA with factors attribute value (motion/color), region (V5/V4)
and hemisphere (left/right) indicate, the data do not reveal a systematic
representation of motion and color value in V5 and V4, respectively.

Philiastides et al. (2010) demonstrated in a probabilistic choice
task that activity in fusiform face area correlates with the value
of face stimuli, and parahippocampal place area with the value of
house stimuli. For both studies, the brain regions correlating with
attribute values have also been associated with the processing of
physical attribute properties, which is not confirmed by data of
the present experiment.

This discrepancy could originate from several factors. First,
our design allowed us to differentiate value- and salience-related
effects for each attribute, which was not possible in the experi-
ment by Philiastides et al. (2010). As such, value correlations in
fusiform face area and parahippocampal place area might orig-
inate from differences in salience instead of value. Second, the
motion and color attributes in our paradigm are robustly asso-
ciated with well-defined regions in Areas V5 and V4. Arguably,
this connection is less straightforward in the aforementioned
studies, in particular for the semantic attribute of the study by
Lim et al. (2013), because the effects are more distributed across
brain regions. Therefore, it is less clear whether these results
actually arise from attribute-specific regions, as it is more diffi-
cult to precisely determine ROIs. Third, we used abstract, novel
stimuli in our paradigm, whereas the other studies used more
common stimuli (faces, houses and t-shirts). A possible mecha-
nism for neural attribute valuation could be that novel stimuli are
first computed in a domain-general network, in which attribute
values are processed homogeneously, but if stimuli are more
familiar and need to be evaluated frequently, the computation
of attribute values shifts toward the respective attribute-specific
regions. Thus, the processing of attribute values might change as

a function of learning, which could reconcile the effects of our
experiment with previous studies.

Apart from analyses of single attribute values, we also inves-
tigated brain activity related to the overall value of stimuli and
found correlations with activity in, among other regions, left
dlPFC and vmPFC. Due to the correlation between attribute values
and overall values, our results show an overlap in their effects on
the neural level, which cannot be easily disentangled on statisti-
cal grounds. Nonetheless, it is of note that whole-brain analyses
of overall values revealed a significant correlation for a cluster in
vmPFC, which was not found in our analyses of attribute values
(neither for motion nor for color value). This is in line with the
view that vmPFC is one of the main regions that represent inte-
grated value signals, which previous studies have argued for (Hare
et al., 2009; Padoa-Schioppa and Cai, 2011; Levy and Glimcher,
2012; Rangel and Clithero, 2013; Pelletier and Fellows, 2019). From
this perspective, decision problems are deconstructed into sub-
problems (such as the computation of single attribute values) that
are resolved in distributed brain regions, and the available evi-
dence is then ultimately combined to a unified value signal in
vmPFC, which is consistent with our findings.

Furthermore, we analyzed brain activity related to the absolute
difference between simultaneously presented attribute values.
This variable could be an indicator for regions that compare
attribute values and thus estimate difference signals that drive
the process of value integration. Consistent with findings from
other studies (Basten et al., 2010; Hare et al., 2011), we found
that absolute differences between attribute values were mainly
associated with activity in dmPFC. Moreover, the behavioral data
revealed that larger differences between attribute values were
associated with longer reaction times and a lower choice accu-
racy, which suggests that these trials were more difficult for
participants. One explanation for this relationship could be that
larger attribute value differences induce a higher need for value
integration and thus demand more cognitive resources. When
attribute value differences are small, each attribute value in
isolation already provides a good estimate for a stimulus’ over-
all value, and value integration is less important for effective
decision-making. But when attribute value differences are large,
it is crucial to integrate the underlying attribute values into a rep-
resentative overall value tomake optimal decisions. Thus, dmPFC
could be responsible for the estimation of attribute value differ-
ence signals that indicate the need for value integration and form
the basis for the computation of overall values.

In addition to analyses of value-related effects, we also
explored salience-related effects. Salience refers to the subjec-
tive importance of a stimulus (Maunsell, 2004; Zink et al., 2006;
Litt et al., 2011; Leathers and Olson, 2012; Kahnt and Tobler,
2013; Kahnt et al., 2014) that guides attention and prioritizes the
processing of particular stimuli over less important ones. In the
context of this experiment, both high positive as well as high neg-
ative attribute values have a high salience, because both have a
large impact on decisions. The more salient an attribute value is
(i.e. the higher the absolute attribute value is), the less likely it is
that the other attribute value will outweigh its influence. Hence,
when time is limited, it is efficient to selectively process attributes
with higher salience and pay less attention to attributes with
lower salience (Kahnt and Tobler, 2013). We investigated brain
regions that could realize such a selection mechanism by ana-
lyzing neural correlates of absolute attribute values for motion
and color. As a result, motion salience was associated with bilat-
eral TPJ, right LG and PCC, whereas bilateral IPL, AT and PCC were
correlated with color salience. This network could therefore be
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responsible for allocating attentional resources and assigning pri-
ority to the attribute that is most relevant in a given situation.
Notably, activity in PCC was related to attribute value, attribute
salience as well as overall value, which suggests that it plays
a central part for neural information processing in value-based
decision-making.

There are some limitations that have to be taken into account
in the interpretation of our findings. First, our color and motion
attributes have different perceptual properties, but they were
both encoded via monetary values. However, in real-world deci-
sions, the attributes that have to be combined often have different
types of value encoding. For example, in the evaluation of a car,
the price has a monetary value encoding, the design an aesthetic
value encoding, and the safety rating is encoded as risk to our
health. Arguably, the attributes in our experiment still qualify as
different attributes, in the same way that the interior and exte-
rior design of a car can be evaluated independently, even though
both have an aesthetic value encoding. But it is an open question
in what way our results would differ if the attributes had different
types of value encodings. Second, while we did not observe rep-
resentations of attribute values in V4 or V5, we cannot decisively
rule out that possibility, since strong conclusions from null find-
ings are not statistically justified. Third, wemodeled events in our
GLM for the duration of the whole choice period, but it is possible
that explicitly modeling different stages of the decision-making
process (such as attribute value identification and attribute inte-
gration) could reveal stronger and more precise effects. There is
also evidence that decision attributes are processed at different
rates (e.g. Sullivan et al., 2014), which could have played a role in
our task as well. For example, while color can, in principle, be per-
ceived immediately, motion perception requires the observation
of visual frames during a longer time span. The low temporal res-
olution of fMRI makes it challenging to better incorporate factors
like these, but a dedicated experimental design and methods like
the combination of electroencephalography and fMRI could help
to disentangle subprocesses of decision-making in more detail.

So far, most studies on attribute integration in value-based
decision-making (Hare et al., 2009; Basten et al., 2010; Philiastides
et al., 2010; Kahnt et al., 2011; Park et al., 2011; Lim et al.,
2013; Hutcherson et al., 2015) have argued for a feed-forward
model, in which attribute values are separately computed in
dedicated regions, and only afterward integrated in a unifying
region like vmPFC. However, some studies have argued for a
more flexible model (Hunt et al., 2014; Siegel et al., 2015). In
this view, attribute values are determined in a dynamic process
that includes continuous feed-forward and feedback projections
as well as competitive inhibition between attributes. Hence, the
model proposes that attribute values are not computed sequen-
tially and in isolation. Instead, there is a constant exchange of
information in which value predictions are continuously updated
and re-evaluated, dependent on concurrent neural computa-
tions that process factors like salience, memory or affective
states. Since we observed a uniform neural network for differ-
ent types of attribute values, the results of our study are in
line with the latter model and support the idea that attribute
values are computed in an interdependent and contextualized
manner.
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